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USFS Computer-altered photograph visually simulating the proposed tailings impoundment from Libby Creek Rd. -photo from the DEIS
Noranda Minerals Project Threatens Cabinets
By Brandon Southall
As debate over the wilderness issue continues across Montana 
so does consideration of a proposed large scale mining operation by 
Noranda Minerals Corporation and Montana Reserves Company 
(Noranda) in Kootenai National Forest and the Cabinet Mountains 
Wilderness area. The mine would potentially destroy thousands of 
acres of pristine wilderness and threaten numerous species of 
wildlife, including the already threatened grizzly bear.
Noranda petitioned state and federal agencies for the right to 
proceed with their Motttanore project, a large scale copper and silver 
mining operation. A detailed study of the environmental degradation 
was ordered with four lead agencies (Kootenai National Forest, and 
MT Departments of State Lands. Health and Sciences, and Natural 
Resources and Conservation) and it was determined that the project 
"will significantly effect the quality of the human environment". 
Out of that study came an initial Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) and after more investigations, replies from the 
public and some political jockeying, a supplemental DEIS of 
immense length and technical doubletalk was published for public 
review.
The responsibilities of the lead agencies include evaluation of 
data and proposals presented by Noranda. as well as alternative 
proposals of varying levels of impacts in the E1S.
The proposed project would utilize a 3.221 acre mine permit 
area, a 9S8 acre transmission line corridor, and would create a total 
of 1,225 acres of surface destruction. An initial construction phase 
of two to three years would produce a mill, a tailings impoundment, 
adits (passages from the surface in the mine), and a transmission 
line. The operational period would follow*, estimated to last 16 
years, during which time 20,000 tons of raw material would be 
extracted per day.
A problem arose for Noranda in that most of the vein initially 
detected by Borax Corporation (who sold the mineral rites to 
Noranda) is under the Cabinet Mountain Wilderness. While 
Kootenai National Forest can be developed given the permission of 
the U.S. Forest Service and appropriate petitioning, a wilderness 
area is different. According to the U.S. Wilderness Act of 1964, a 
wilderness is an area of untrammeled federal land which generally 
appears to be affected by the forces of nature, with the imprint of 
humans substantially unnoticeable, where man is a visitor who does 
not remain.
To overcome this minor obstacle, Noranda, out of concern for 
the wildlife and overall environmental well being of the area, has 
proposed the idea of placing operational facilities a lengthy half mile 
outside of the wilderness area and mining UNDER it.
Enormous degradation to the area, however, remains a serious 
threat. The EPA has expressed concern about potential mine 
subsidence and its effects on the hydrology of the region, as well as 
disturbances of the area's grizzly bear population.
...continued
In a Nov. 9, 1991 Missoulian article, Bob Thompson, project 
coordinator for the Kootenai National Forest, described the main 
concerns he saw in the approximately 180 letters he received during 
the public response period to the initial DEIS. Concerns included, 
"Mine waste water treatment, future subsidence potential and loss of 
wetlands to the mine tailings impoundment." Vicki \%tson, a U of M 
professor instructing an EIS interpretation course, added that the 
probability of wildlife degradation increases with more people and 
activity in the area. Peter Nielson of the Clark Fork-Pend 'Oreille 
Coalition has also expressed concerns about potential leaching of 
toxic materials from the tailings impoundment into water systems.
Another factor to keep in mind as Bruce Haslich, a wildlife 
biologist at Kootenai National Forest pointed out, is that, though 
geologists have surveyed the area, "actual orientation of the ore, 
faulting of the area, and water table orientations can't be determined 
until mining begins".
The EIS describes higher levels of water contaminants from 
runoff, potential land subsidence and increased grizzly bear mortality 
rates if disturbances occur in the area. A computer model was 
implemented to estimate current habitat effectiveness and bear 
population stability of an undisturbed area versus that of a disturbed 
area. Noranda's bear mitigation plan includes a percentage of 
closures of some roads in the area, land acquisition and law 
enforcement for bear protection. The mitigation plan outlined in the 
EIS includes roughly the same ideas though for a greater percentage 
of land aquisition. The EIS also states that, increased human caused 
bear mortality (such as bears killed by project vehicles and shot by 
employees), would be another likely effect of the project. Keep in 
mind the fact that the Cabinet Mountains Wilderness is a very small 
isolated area including only 94,360 acres, where fewer than 15 
grizzlies struggle to maintain a viable population.
Ultimately we must come to a point of analysis. Is it 
appropriate to base judgement of the grizzly bear issue on a 
computer model of the problem in which vast differences in habitat 
destruction and potential bear deaths are measured by tiny fractions? 
Can such a linear model, subject to number adjusting (to minimize 
potential degradation and maximize potential of reparation efforts) 
by either Noranda or the Forest Service (who both stand to gain a
WILDERNESS INSTITUTE UPDATE
fry Acting Director Bill Cunningham
The Wilderness Institute, establshed in 1974, has made some 
incredible contributions to wilderness education and research during 
these past 17 years. Once again WI is on the move with some 
exciting projects on the horizon.
Our first priority is to reactivate the Wilderness Institute 
Advisory Council. The Council will be national in scope and will 
include a diverse representation of about 15 agency, citizen, 
scientific and policy-making people. Member organizations will 
include the Forest Service, BLM, Wilderness Society, and 
Wilderness Watch along with leading wilderness conservationists. 
Each member will be invited on the basis of experience and interest 
in wilderness mangement and related issues. The Council will meet 
in January and will provide vital guidance as WI expands its role in 
wildlands education and management.
We are seeing more interest from Forest Service managers 
concerning the development of curriculum leading to undergraduate 
and graduate degrees in wilderness management. We will soon be 
surveying wilderness managers to determine the kinds of skills 
necessary for them to do their job. A professional degree program is 
great deal from the project) be applied to the interconnected elements 
of nature? Why is an EIS, designed for public information, 
practically unreadable to 99% of the public? Finally, and most 
importantly, are we willing to risk the very existence of a threatened 
species, its habitat and indeed the stability and integrity of the entire 
Cabinet Mountains Wilderness, in order to patronize corporate 
greed? And why have we allowed such short term ideology to be 
characteristic of our capitalistic society and the environmental 
nightmares it has created?
Alternative 7 of the DEIS is a "No Action" alternative stating; 
“Noranda would not develop the Montanore Project." This is the 
only ecologically sound alternative given that would benefit the land 
and inhabitants of this already fragmented bioregion. There are also 
various federal agencies who can act responsibly to stop this 
proposed destruction. According to the DEIS, "The Kootenai 
National Forest can deny the Plan of Operation if it finds that 
Noranda could not take reasonable measures to protect surface 
resources and public safety...if the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
decides...that the project, as mitigated, would jeopardize the 
continued existence of a threatened or endangered species", and if the 
Army Corps of Engineers concludes that "the project would result in 
significant environmental impact or violate provisions of the Clean 
Water Act."
The current supplemental DEIS is open to a public comment 
period until December 23 and a public hearing will be held in Libby 
on December 9. Copies of the Initial and Supplemental DEIS are 
available for review in Wildlands Studies Information Center at Uof M. 
or call MT Dept, of State Lands, 444-2074 or write for your own 
copy from KNF. Submit your written comments to:
Bob Thompson. Kootenai National Forest 506 Highway 2 Libby MT 59923.
Brandon Souddiall is a junior in Enviromental Biology at U of M
closely linked to the objective of implementing a much needed 
wilderness management career track within the agencies.
We are expanding our summer wilderness field studies program. 
I will continue to co-teach a one-week wildlands course along the 
Rocky Mountain Front in mid-June. In addition, WI is working 
with UM Continuing Education to develop an intensive week-long 
summer field course along the Front concerning the region's 
unparalleled flora, fauna, geology, and resource issues. This new 
field course will probably be offered during late June-early July.
The foundation of WI's education efforts is Wilderness & 
Civilization—an interdisciplinary undergraduate program which the 
Board of Regents approved last year for a Wilderness Studies Minor 
degree. Twenty-three students were accepted into the program this 
fall; 9 more than last year. Fourteen of the students are from 
outside Montana. They include freshman through senior level as 
well as several non-traditional students with degrees. To help 
augment the program 1 will be offering a new course winter quarter 
entitled “Wilderness Politics" which will explore the 
implementation of improved wildland allocation and management-
-photo by John Vollertsen
A few weeks ago. Gabby Barrett, an Environmental Studies 
graduate student at U of M, presented the Badger Chapter with 
startling news concerning the Blackleaf area in the Lewis and Clark 
National Forest. The Blackleaf area is one of pristine mountain 
faces, foothills and wetlands. It is a natural home to the mighty 
grizzly bear and the majestic gray wolf and currently considered one 
of their most important habitats in the lower 48. Wolverine, lynx, 
bald eagle and prairie falcon are also residents of this critical area.
But Blackleaf is under attack! Oil companies are pushing for 18 
wells to be placed in every drainage from the North Fork of Dupuyer 
Creek to the North Fork of the Teton River. This would include a 
gas processing facility, 39.8 miles of pipeline and 12.25 miles of 
road construction. The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is 
compiled by a joint group of the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM), US Forest Service (USES) and Montana Dept, of Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks (FWP). The draft EIS has been released and as 
Gabby put it, "If you have read this Statement for oil and gas 
development in and around Blackleaf Canyon on the Rocky Mountain 
Front, you know how bad it is. Either this document is incredibly 
ill-informed, or the BLM is deliberately dodging some big and heavy 
laws.”
Gabby Barrett's report states, "the BLM contends that specific 
research will be done with each specific application for permit to drill 
(APD), but in the form of Environmental Assessments or 
amendments to the (already finalized) EIS. Given the scope and 
intensity of this project, this is serious.”
Not addressed in the EIS are several vision quest sites, a 
Medicine Wheel, and what is believed to be a 44 foot grave burial 
site from the battle that took place between the Blackfeet and Crow 
in 18S9. This proposal to drill in the Blackleaf area not only 
degrades critical wildlife habitat but infringes on Blackfeet religious 
values. Barrett urges us to consider some key points in this 
important issue.
NEPA section 1506, which places limitations on actions during 
the National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA) process 
states: until an agency issues a record of decision... no action 
concerning the proposal shall be taken that would; 1) have an adverse 
environmental impact or 2) limit the choice of reasonable 
alternatives. Both of these stipulations have been violated, as 
completion of the "No Action* alternative occurred summer *91 and 
several new actions have since taken place, including among others 
the installation of 5.2 miles of pipeline and two new facilities. 
Regulations for mitigation were violated and no enforcement of 
regulations was attempted. If compliance to regulations cannot be 
enforced at one wellsite, what will full-field development look like?
The Draft EIS contains no contingency plans in the event of a 
hydrogen sulfide explosion, a pipeline break, a holding tank leak, etc. 
Nor does it address these impacts on wildlife, air or water quality.
Wolf activity on the Front is now higher than any time since 
extirpation in the 20's, and the area contains one of the largest 
contiguous populations of mountain goats. The Blackleaf area has 
one of the largest and most diverse raptor populations in the state. 
Wolverines and lynx (being considered for listing under the 
Endangered Species Act) also inhabit the area but are barely considered 
in the DEIS.
There are a number of rare and sensitive plant species in the area 
that are not dealt with at all in the DEIS.
Barrett reminds us that this is an appealable project. The final 
EIS and Decision is due late December or early January, at which time 
the BLM gives the public 20working days to file appeals. Please 
send yours to:
State Director, USDI, Bureau of Land Management
PO Box 36800
Billings, MT 59107-6800
In the meantime, you can talk to Gary Slagel, BLM Team Leader for 
the project, phone #727-0503 or Tad Day:
Great Falls Resource Area
PO Drawer 2865
Great Falls, MT 59403
We in Montana are blessed with beautiful mountains, rich 
forested areas and pristine waters. We can't afford to lose this gift, and 
the wildlife can't live without it. We have the ability to stop the 
degradation of our wildlands if we act now!
-by Weston White and Gabby Barrett. Weston is a student in the 
Wilderness and Civilization Program at U of M Gabby is currently 
writing her Professional Paper on the Blackleaf Issue.
From the Di vide, edited 
and photographed by Mark 
Ratledge, is a collection of 
essays written by the students 
and instructors of the 
Wildlands Planning class 
offered through U of M in 
June, 1991. The class 
travelled 35 miles in six days 
through a portion of the 
Scapegoat Wilderness. On the 
last day, near the North Fork 
of the Blackfoot River, they 
wrote down some of their 
thoughts.
About the collection Mark 
writes; "The diversity of the 
essays speak out for the range 
of experiences of the many 
different individuals that week. 
The photographs lend images 
to the versions of wilderness 
described, and give points of 
departure for us to imagine 
everything else that is out 
there not rendered in black and 
white on a page. This 
collection of essays and 
pictures is meant to be an 
encouragement to the reader to 
go out there, in the 
wilderness, and write down 
ideas and visualize 
photographs for themselves. 
And in doing that, we 
communicate a desire and a 
demand to preserve the last 
remaining wildlands and the 
last part of those lands 
in ourselves.”
From The Divide: An Excerpt
Scapegoat Wilderness, Montana PhotoIMark Ratledge
By permission from the author we are featuring the following essay from this excellent collection:
The human being is an animal, sharing with others the 
same basic biological make-up. No matter how intricate and 
developed our technology becomes, humanity cannot deny that 
fact. Humans are a product of nature; a branch on the tree of 
life that has become weak and ingrown. So much of humanity 
denies its link to the forces of nature, choosing instead to hide, 
wallowing in a mire of concrete, asphalt and carbon monoxide. 
Wilderness, to those without experience with or regard for it, 
is little more than a zoo, albeit a foreign and intimidating one. 
John Muir observed, "Bears are made of the same dust as we, 
and breath the same winds and drink the same waters.” He had 
an inkling, ahead of his time, of humans and animals 
intermingling in nature. Sadly, the majority of people in 
today's world do not.
Encompassed in the islands of wild land remaining on 
earth, a myriad of animals and insects fight, sleep, eat, live and 
die in cycles and patterns too vast for human comprehension. 
Yet, all too often, humans, perched on a heavenly throne of 
progress and technology, peer down through the clouds, judge 
the creatures of the earth, and use any means possible to j ustify 
their exploitation.
Our rationalizations range from a divine right granting 
"man" superiority, to biologists claiming bigger brains mean 
bigger intellect. These ideas have been spouted by those who 
would believe that man's ultimate role is the guardianship and 
management of the "lesser" beings with which we occupy the 
planet. A close look at the intricate web of life in a forest and 
the survival capacity of a single animal or insect underscores 
the irrelevancy of human standards and values.
Non-human life thrives in a world alien from that in which 
man exists. Muir expressed belief in equality among humans 
and animals. They are not, however, equal to us, nor are they 
superior or inferior. They are different beings with intrinsic 
rights to live freely, unencumbered by human intervention.
Wilderness today is the last place where these creatures can 
live purely, as their instincts tell them, drawing from thousands 
of years of evolution. The role humans must take in 
wilderness is that of observer, viewing the life which depends 






The Europeans called it bearberry. Canadian traders called it sacacommis or sagack-homi. The American Natives called it kinnikinnick.
Kinnikinnick, a small evergreen shrub with sprawling, multi-branched woody stems, leathery, shiny leaves, characteristic of 
evergreens, spreads across usually poor, sandy or gravelly soils beneath Ponderosa Pine forests. Kinnikinnick has bright red berries that ripen 
in the summer.
It ranges from the northern latitudes of North America, Europe, and Asia. In North America, kinnikinnick extends as far south and east as 
California, New Mexico, Virginia, and Illinois. Native Americans often mixed the dried leave of kinnikinnick to add to early smoking 
tobaccos, which sometimes had a very strong taste; the kinnikinnick would make the tobaccos milder for smoking.
Luke Shortman, a Gros Ventre, told of how his people prepared the smoking mixture:
/n r/te /a// time they pick a couple of big piles of it. They dry it out and then boil it. When they want to smoke they chop off some of this 
tobacco, a big heap full...and then the same with this kinnikinnick... They go about half and half..it all depends on the taste. If the tobacco is 
too strong, then they mix some more of this kinnikinnick until it is just right. Then that's what they smoke.
EDIBLE BERRIES
Adeline Mathias, a Kutenai reveals:
We put the berries in a flying pan with grease, hold it over a slow fire, 
and they pop like popcorn. One can eat it just that way.
Adeline Mathias who also mixed the berries with liver to make pemmican, said:
The oldtimers would cook a whole bunch of the berries and mix it with cooked deer liver. 
They pounded down and rolled them into balls and made pemmican out of the works.
DECORATIVE USE
Kinnikinnick can brighten your Winter Holiday Season with its evergreen boughs and bright red berries!
Wild Rose (Rosa spp.) This prickly shrub grows in thickets, woods, and streamsides on 
mountain slopes as well as prairie regions across North America. Leaves 
are compound, flowers are pink with five petals and the fleshy, "apple-like” 
fruit, called the rosehip, is vase-shaped.
Known to be exeedingly high in vitamin C and A, rosehips can be 
prepared as jam, puree, soup and most commonly, tea, while powdered, 
dried hips can be used as flavoring.
The wild rose has been used to reduce swelling, and as a remedy for 
diarrhea, stomach maladies, eye sores, nose bleed, tonsillitis and sore 
throat.
Aunt Mabel Berry's Rose-Hip Jam
1 pound rose hips*
1 cup water
sugar
Information and illustrations on this page have been reprinted with 
permission from the Montana Historical Society, from the book: 
MtfOtana; Native Plants and Fariy Peoples
Simmer rose hips and water until fruit is very tender. Rub it 
through a sieve and weigh the pulp. To each pound or fraction, add 
an equal weight of sugar. Return to heat and simmer until thick, 
stirring frequently. Pack in hot sterilized jars and process.
Being non-commercial, this jam makes a unique and attractive gift 
for any occasion.
♦Rose hips should be gathered after the first frost of autumn. Take 
care not to gather them from bushes that have been treated with
insecticides or fungicides.
5 -from Putting Food By
CONSENSUS REACHED IN OUTER SPACE 
COLONIZATION PLAN
(precis from the Proceedings' State of the Continental Shelf address)
In response to the ongoing planet wide population explosion, 
the filling of every niche, and the gravely real possibility of 
environmental systems overload resulting in mass death among all 
species, we have at last reached consensus on a daring strategy. 
Knowing our plan will prove imperfect; knowing variables we do 
not foresee will behave chaotically; nevertheless we here express our 
confidence in our consensus, in our plan, and in our community 
members who will bear the tremendous responsibility of creating a 
new world out of their very selves.
For we, in our collective wisdom, see no viable option but the 
colonization of outer space. There, atmosphere is virtually sterile, 
containing water and nutrients in quantities so infinitesimal as to be 
negligible. This atmosphere, termed "air", is structurally 
non-supportive. It is, as is our own perfectly hospitable atmosphere, 
underlaid by land. There, land consists mainly of sand, sandstone, 
scoria, pumice, granite and clay. All suffer alteration technically 
termed "oxidation”, which is a decomposition due to chemical 
interaction with the "air". Colors tend to black, red and white. 
Direct exposure to untempered sunlight and the absence of water 
make surface temperatures range from extremely hot to cold, and ever 
dry. Neither air nor land is presently capable of supporting life in 
any form.
Yet there we must go, and there we must live, not for our ease 
but for the survival both of those we leave and those we will 
engender. As ever, we plan for the 700th generation and beyond, 
within the seas of home, and now upon the land which must, by our 
pioneering efforts, become home. Let those who remain and those 
who come after never forget the sacrifice of comfortable knowns 
made by our pioneers. That such sacrifice is requisite for survival 
makes it no less arduous.
We are agreed that colonization and subsequent modification of 
the planet's land areas, to be maximally successful, must progress in 
waves of transformation. Each wave must accomplish specific tasks 
in restructuring self-form and environment, that the following wave 
shall again modify until discrete species need no longer live in brave 
isolation, but again enjoy the wellth which is symbiotic 
community.
Our first colonists shall be selected from the floating species. 
Kelp, being wave-bom, may penetrate the high tidal reaches of the 
land, establishing for all who come later a beachhead. Their great 
challenges shall be to overcome gravity, becoming able as 
individuals to stand perpendicularly to land, thus raising their 
chlorophyll producing parts into sunlight; to maintain structural 
flexibility and resilience, that they may endure wind and tsunami by 
bending, yet resume upright posture during calm; to maintain tissue 
turgidity out of water, thus not expiring of desication; to collect 
water and micronutrients from inimical environs; to reproduce 
sexually although the availability of water for dispersal is perilously 
inconsistent.
We are aware that survivors of this and every wave shall take 
sustanence from the bodies of the fallen. In an environment so 
utterly devoid of life and life-sustaining nutrients, there can be no 
other way.
These transformed kelps shall stand, thin as eels and no longer, a 
naked promise. From this their first transformation to their next, we 
predict a necessary work interval of seventy million years. By such 
time they are to have developed pithy interiors for upright stance, 
differentiated chlorophyll manufacturies into "fronds”, and extruded 
appendages across the land as stabilizers. Reproduction may remain 
opportunistically water dependent.
Second wave pioneers must be established within the next thirty 
million years. Kelp-fern forms must leap to spore reproduction, and 
may differentiate into species tentatively termed fem-trees and club 
mosses. They may now be augmented by mobile species modified 
for land and water, such as scorpions, centipedes, and horseshoe 
crabs. The new environment created through one hundred million 
years of persistent effort we term "coastal swamp". Yet the vast 
interiors of the drifting continents, the huge metallic deserts, remain 
in their inviolate sterility. For the unparalleled work of the third 
wave, we predict a minimum span of two hundred twenty-five 
million years.
This, the Great Third Wave, must accomplish by multiple leaps 
of faith, definitive transformations in themselves through which the 
inland deserts are modified toward sustaining ever more complex 
communities of life. Their problems shall be daunting.
Immobile, they must invade land primarily composed of rock. 
Requiring constant and fresh nutrient fluid bath, they must exist in 
desert. They must endure extremes of temperature and desicating 
winds. They must break granite, they must climb mountains. And 
finally, they must reproduce out of water, dependent entirely on the 
inimical air. Their tasks seem impossible. Their transformation 
shall be stupendous.
Pith must become "wood", surrounded by a protective force field 
termed "bark". "Roots", appendages composed of wood, must be 
able to grow into land, into stone if necessary, and there collect and 
filler available trace moisture and micronutrients into an internal fluid 
termed "sap". Under pressure this sap must rise, sustaining every 
living cell of the tree-form, including the chlorophyll manufacturies 
themselves contained in new forms termed "needles". These needles, 
resin coaled against desert winds, also serve to transpire excess water 
while preventing excess transpiration. Reproduction must rely upon 
wind dispersal of genetic material, then upon the invention of a new 
fertile form, the "seed", protected against this still-inimical 
environment by a protective field termed a "cone”, which itself may 
be further protected by resin. Let us briefly consider the problems of 
creating "wood".
We believe a self-constructed series of 120 molecules of glucose 
in alternating faces, 60 such series to a bundle, 6 bundles loosely 
intertwined in spiral fashion, the whole infused with lignin, and 
enough of these self-constructions sufficient to resemble in size a 
young eel. shall be capable of supporting a downward thrust of 20 
tons. This shall be necessary because the tree-form must lift its own 
weight directly against the planet's gravity. The "roots", also 
composed of "wood", must enter the land in a spiral counter to the 
rotation of the planet. Such spiral will provide them a lifting force 
of at least 5,000 pounds per square inch. Since they shall be called 
upon to spiral into and under solid granite, such force shall be 
necessary.
These giants of the Third Wave, who shall create soil, create 
earth directly out of their own bodies, we term, in honor of the 
extraordinary reproductive system they must invent, “Conifers". 
They shall open the continents and make them habitable for all
6
species, mobile and immobile, who follow. In their honor we shall 
term this newly habitable environment Earth.
Fourth Wave colonists, both transformative descendants of the 
great Conifers, and descendants of the mobile species relatively new 
to Earth, shall include forms which "flower", a modification of the 
newly invented "seed'' reproduction which shall depend not only upon 
wind, but also symbiotic community relationships. Insects, 
particularly those who themselves overcome gravity constraints, will 
help transport genetic material between individuals, and tree-dwelling 
species, "birds" and "primates" will disperse seeds in nutrient-dense 
wads of easily decomposed scat. An eventual flowering form, 
immanently resilient, we term "grass". The basis of all community 
life on land shall depend, necessarily and forever, on the stability of 
these tree-forms, these be they conifer, flowering tree, or grass. 
Without their strong infrastructure all else will die.
Thus, communities upon Earth shall be termed "forests". May 
all species, now and to come, ever member themselves within the 
living whole, responsible to and for the continued well-being of all.
(Elucidation of the particulars from these Proceedings, in highly 
species-egocentric terms, will be collected by an individual from a 
minor but highly destructive formerly-tree-dwelling species, 
specifically designated homo-sap*, and individually designated 
"Rutherford Platt”. The collection will be non-scxually reproduced by 
a confederation of individuals of said species collectively termed 
"Prentice-Hall,Inc", in a tree-derived form termed "book”, available 
briefly in about 400 million years.) ’Evidently because the 
composition of their sap differs from chlorophyll by the single 
substitution of an atom of iron in the place usually held by an atom of 
magnesium. The pattern of 136 atoms of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen 
and nitrogen is otherwise identical.
—precis of Proceedings submitted by He Sapa
-Collagragh print by Olivia Olsen.
Awards vs. Punitive Transfers
-By Lou Bn mo 
Recent events have reinforced our longstanding beliefs that the US 
Forest Service is in great need of reform. A few months ago, Region 
1 Regional Forester John Mumma was forced into retirement "on a 
matter of principle"- he was unable to comply with demands to log 
the full Allowable Sale Quantity in roadless wildlands and balked 
Forest Service plans to allow drilling in the Badger-Two Medicine. 
This angered his extremist pro-timber superiors in Washington, D.C.
Two events in recent weeks do much to show us where the US 
Forest Service places emphasis and what it deems important.
Ernie Nunn, supervisor of the Helena National Forest, was recently 
told that he was being re-assigned. Nunn was one of the forest 
supervisors who wrote to Mumma about inflated ASQs. The Helena 
Forest fell short of meeting its timber targets two years in a row 
because Nunn refused to violate environmental guidelines.
Another recent event involves Lewis and Clark supervisor Dale 
Gorman, who received an outstanding performance award from acting 
Regional Forester John Hughes for the following accomplishments: 
meeting the forest's 14 million board feet timber goal, completing the 
EIS on oil and gas development in the Badger-Two Medicine, and 
carrying out the Beartree Challenge project to "improve" grizzly 
habitat.
Not mentioned were the accomplishments which we are more 
familiar with such as; promoting oil and gas development on the 
Rocky Mountain Front at all costs, giving seismographers unbridled 
freedom to trash the Badger with blasting and helicopters in the 
summer of 1984, trying to avoid compliance with interagency wildlife 
guidelines, and minimizing the Badger's spiritual importance to native 
Americans and other members of the American public.
It's obvious that the agency rewards its employees for being 
pro-development and punishes those who tend toward moderation in 
the interest of complying with federal environmental law. Some of 
you might be interested to know that, when all other supervisors in 
the region told Mumma that their ASQs were too high for the forests 
to sustain, Dale Gorman was the only one who said his forest could 
sustain a higher cut!
If this series of events offends you, write to your representatives 
in Congress. Push for a congressional investigation into this matter. 
Also write a letter to the editor and send it to papers around the state. 
This matter will only come to the public's attention if we pul it in 
the limelight. We have the raw material to do so!
On a Moonlit Night in the Bitterroots
by Dann Austin 
Dark stallion clouds rushed the gently glowing face of the Old 
Man in the moon Their manes and tails were thick and swirled 
with elusive, mystic patterns, their rush futile and irregular. They 
had the "upper hand", but their ranks thinned to hardly the thickness 
of gauze, and broke into scattered formations as they made sporadic 
attempts at their dark mission; The gentle glow outlasted their 
manic strategy and bathed the waiting fields and rooftops with liquid 
silver.,
1 was leaning against the stovepipe on the rooftop, with Julie 
on the other side. Strange laps, like morse code, were our only 
means of communicating with the dwellers below. Wafts of music 
rase on the wood smoke, and drifted like fog banks across the roof. 
We thought about the mountains standing guard on the valley 
edges, and giants dipped in iridescent silver, crowned with jeweled 
snow fields.
Imagine a time when there was only the light of the 
moon-before Edison, when the moon’s gentle glow painted the face 
of the land of the Bitterroot with its own night light.
-Darin is a student in the Wilderness and Civilization Program
The Fate of a Female Wolf and Her Two Packs in Montana
The Pleasant Valley Pack West of Kalispell
Adult Female — 
Trapped and relocated with two 
pups to GNP* 9/89 when 
suspected of killing cattle. 






Shot Spring 1989 by rancher 




Trapped and relocated to GNP 9/89 when 
suspected of killing cattle. Shot and 
killed by Federal agents 8/89 when found 
still suffering from trap wound.
Pup
Two pups trapped and relocated to GNP 9/89 with mother when 
suspected of killing cattle. Starved to death within two weeks of 
relocation and abandonment by mother.
Eluded capture in 1989. Shot and killed by 
federal agents from helicopter 4/90 when 
suspected of killing catlie.
The Ninemile Valley Pack North of Missoula
1 Adult Female .......
Found new mate and settled in Ninemile Valley 1/91. Radio 







Raised pups after mates death until struck and killek by 
truck 9/90 on Interstate 90.
bom 4/90
Pup Pup
Two pups trapped and fitted with radio collars.
Two collared pups and two others travelled nonh to near Dixon 3/91.
Three of the four "Dixon" pups trapped and relocated to GNP 4/91 




Found 6/91 shot 
dead and floating in 
Mud Lake near 
Bigfork.
Killer unknown.
Trapped 5/91 and 
removed permanently 
to research facility 
when suspected of 
killing sheep near
Dupuyer.
Shot and Killed 
6/91 by rancher 
near Condon for 
attacking cattle.
Federal agents
Believed alive in 
the Ninemile-Dixon 
area
Believed alive in Believed dead by 
the Ninemile 9/90
Valley
GNP* = Glacier National Park
There are no wolves 
in yellowstone.
No Bash Of Mack 
against: the snow, 
no yellow fare.
Snowflakes fell 
under the full moon.
I let them melt 
in pay palm; 
imagine 
hot breath 
on my neck; 
fur on my face, 






Original prepared 7/91 by Kieth Hammer. 
Source: USFWS
Only a mountain has lived long enough to 
listen objectively to the howl of a wolf.
-Aldo Leopold
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WHO'S AFRAID OF THE BIG BAD WOLF?
If you're about to answer Little Red Riding Hood or the Three 
Little Pigs, guess again. Whether the perceived threat is real or 
imagined, the gray wolfs' presence in Montana has thrown residents 
into an uproar and it's no fairy tale. Although, there are about 30 
wolves now residing in Glacier National Park, the idea of 
reintroducing the wolves back into Yellowstone National Park is 
being met with great resistance.
Now an outsider from the midwest, like me, has to ask,"What's 
wrong with the wolves?''. When I moved to Missoula, I heard about 
mountain lions and bears in backyards! Perhaps it is the fact that the 
wolves were exterminated from Montana sixty years ago and, for 
sixty years, no one has had to tell their kids, "don't go into the 
woods or you'll get eaten by wolves”. However, most of the 
landowners aren’t worried about their kids, they are worried about 
their livestock. Unfortunately, wolves have a bad reputation for 
killing domesticated animals. Why are they singled out? I know 
that mountain lions kill cattle. I also know that grizzly bears kill 
cattle;
Infact, according to Diane Boyd, 
who studies wolves in Glacier National 
Park and gives the information to 
management agencies such as the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, "only 0.45% 
of all farms in wolf country in 
Minnesota suffer any depridation due to 
wolves.” Less than one percent of 
livestock is killed by wolves in an area 
where wolves are well populated and 
settled (wolves have never been driven 
out of Minnesota).
Unfortunately, I was not able to 
find out the amount of livestock killed 
by mountain lions or bears. It does 
seem, though, that the reputation 
surrounding the wolves is more myth 
than fact. Boyd pointed out that the 
main reason for the rancher's fear is the 
status of the wolf. As they are 
endangered, they are under federal 
protection. This means that a rancher 
cannot shoot a wolf caught killing his 
animal; whereas mountain lions, which 
are not endangered, can be dealt with by 
the rancher. Under the Endagered Species Act, if a wolf kills, the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will relocate it. If it kills again, they 
will either destroy the wolf or pul it into captivity.
Is this why the ranchers are so opposed to reintroducing the 
wolves in Yellowstone? According to Mike Jimenez, a U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Biologist, the issue really has little to do with livestock 
killing. Infact, it would be better for the rancher if the wolves were 
reintroduced than if they moved into Yellowstone on their own. If 
they gel there by themselves, they are under the full protection of the 
Endangered Species Act as discussed above. If they arc introduced, 
they will be under experimental population protection which 
provides for more management flexibility. Jimenez said that the 
legislation on this type of protection was still unclear but that it 
would be more favorable for the ranchers, not to mention that the 
wolves would be under mote control which means a decreased 
potential for conflicts.
The actual problem, according to Jimenez .is the Federal 
government moving in on State government territory and perhaps
imposing land-use restrictions on the wolfs' behalf added to the fact 
that the ranchers and hunters who would theoretically be affected by 
these restrictions are voting citizens. Ah yes, politics. Of course. 
How can the wolves fight that? But before we get all wrapped up in 
red tape, let's look at the reason for wanting the wolves back in 
Yellow stone;. The one reason that is so often overlooked: The 
ecosystem. As Boyd stated," it's the most natural thing in the world 
for the wolves to be in Yellowstone."
A report to the United States Congress was put together by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the University of Wyoming, the 
University of Idaho, the Interagency Grizzly Bear Study Team and the 
University of Minnesota Cooperative Park Studies Unit. It was 
entitled "Wolves For Yellowstone?" and was published in May 1990. 
In this cooperative study, they used computer analysis as well as 
recorded data from wolves in other areas to speculate on the impact of 
wolves to the Yellowstone ecosystem.
According to the study, wolves were part of the original 
Yellowstone Naional Park ecosystem. It is 
expected that there would be only minor 
changes in prey species' behavior and 
distribution if wolves were reintroduced. 
Extinction of any prey species is to be 
extremely unlikely. The primary prey for 
wolves would be elk and mule deer. After 
10 years, it was estimated that the elk 
population would be reduced by only 20% 
(with a wolf population of 10 packs, 10 
wolves each). The mule deer population 
would be reduced between 20% and 30%. 
It is expected that the moose population 
would undergo little change and would be 
only reduced by 10% to 15%. Pronghorn, 
big hom sheep and mountain goats are not 
expected to be important food sources for 
wolves. It is not clear whether bison will 
be prey for the wolves .however, their 
population is expected not to reduce more 
than 20%. Grizzly bears and wolves are 
able to coexist with only occasional 
conflicts over carcasses. Grizzly bear 
behavior and distribution are not expected 
to change with the reintroduction of 
wolves.
For those hunters who feel that where there is one wolf, there will 
be 5000 and there will be no elk left to hunt, the study expects there 
to only be an in park total wolf population of 150 individuals. More 
than 25 packs are thought to be unlikely. Considering that in the 
1980‘s there were between 36 and 49 thousand elk alone in and around 
the Yellowstone area and that the population has continued to increase, 
150 wolves should hardly pose a threat. Infact it is expected that sport 
hunting will not have to be eliminated for any prey species.
The report goes on to talk in great detail about all the animals of 
the park and the impact of the wolf on them as well as wolf 
movements, possibilities for wolf management and the probability of 
wolf recovery. It seems obvious that Yellowstone can easily support 
the wolves and that the only obstacles to the restoration of a complete 
ecosystem in the National Park are humans. The funniest thing about 
this issue is that while we humans debate back and forth and study and 
research and legislate and argue, the wolves are deciding for 
themselves. This time, humans may not have the final say. In fact, 
9 the wolves may already be there now...
The following is a sample letter written in response to recent wildlands legislation introduced by Senators Bums and Baucus. At this 
crucial time, it is imperative that we let our voices be heard to prevent Montana's wildlands from becoming just a piece of history.
Please speak out!
Dear Senator,
I am a resident of Montana, and I am writing to you regarding S. 1696, the Montana National 
Forest Management Act of 1991 that will probably go before the House of Representatives early 
next week.
The bill is a result of a compromise between two Montana Senators (Baucus and Burns), who 
would like to put the issue behind them. The citizens of Montana have had virtually no say in 
the new bill resulting from this compromise. We find it necessary at this point to make a 
national appeal to help us save what wilderness we have left. This is not just an issue for 
Montanans. These pristine wildlands are National Forest lands and they belong to all Americans. 
The preservation of these 6.2 million acres of wild undeveloped land and the careful management 
of the resources held in their fragile ecosystems require more than this bill provides for.
Out of these 6.2 million acres of non-designated wilderness left in Montana, only 1.19 million 
acres will be protected as wilderness. Most of this 1.19 million acreage consists of high 
elevation rocks and ice areas that the Forest Service has recommended for wilderness on the basis 
that they are not suitable for development. Unfortunately, they do not represent the ecosystems 
as a whole which are vital for the survival of wildlife species in this bioregion. Nor do they 
provide for the preservation of the biological diversity that enables species, ecosystems, entire 
biospheres to adapt to the environmental changes inflicted upon them. With the threat of the 
possible changes in climate we are facing in the coming decades, the importance of biological 
diversity cannot be discounted.
Out of these 6.2 million acres, 4 million would be released for development. That is an area 
twice the size of Yellowstone Park. The "release" language in this bill denies public access to 
the decisions determining the fate of these federal lands that rightfully belong to us.
This bill would not establish federal reserved water rights for wilderness areas, giving 
wilderness water no statutory protection and leaving it vulnerable to development. Water is the 
most valuable of all wilderness resources, it is the lifeblood of these thriving ecosystems. The 
lack of reserved water rights in this bill is especially frightening in the light of the water 
shortages this country will be facing in the coming years. Federal reserved water rights must be 
included before this bill or any bill is passed designating Montana wilderness areas.
The boundaries established by this bill are inadequate and harmful to wilderness. They are 
designed to fit political acreage prescriptions and are not respective of the geography, 
watersheds, ecosystems or migration patterns of various wildlife species of these areas.
This bill is the result of a series of compromises by state politicians for whom it would be 
convenient to "resolve" the issue of Montana wilderness. They would have you believe that the 
people of Montana are as pressed to "resolve" the issue with this bill, and that is simply not 
the case. There is so much at stake. These wildlands are invaluable and irreplaceable. The 
political careers of a few men should not be the basis for deciding the fate of seme of the last 
remaining wild roadless lands left in the continental United States. These wild lands belong to 
all of us and require more attention to responsible land stewardship and careful legislation than 
S. 1696 provides. (Consider, for example, the Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act, which 
provides for a bioregional approach to Wilderness designation.) If S. 1696 passes, we will see 
these wildlands disappear within our lifetime.
Once wilderness is destroyed it cannot be put back. Fragile ecosystems cannot be replaced. 
Extinction is forever and we are facing the virtual extinction of one of the largest areas of 
undeveloped land to be found in this temperate zone, not only in this country but in the world, 
we cannot afford to lose this wilderness, this last best place. Adi /
Thank you
Please send copies of your letter to all of the below addresses
'77>e earth isn't dying; it's being killed. And the people who are killing it have names and addresses" -Utah Phillips
Senator from your suite
U.S.Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Chairman, House Interior and Insular Affairs Ccraminee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Chairman, Energy arxi Natural RcscurrrsConznraee
US Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Representative from your state
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Chairman, Naaonal Parks and Pubh: Lands Sdbcommmee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515




The Penny Drive for Wilderness has been an incredible 
success! In less than ten months nearly $1700 has been 
generated to assist the educational and lobbying efforts of 
the Wild Rockies Legislative Action Fund. This fund works 
for the introduction and passage of the comprehensive 
proposal, the Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act 
(NREPA).
This bill, if enacted, would protect nearly 15 million acres 
of pristine wildlands and prime wildlife habitat for future 
generations in perpetuity. Wild and Scenic Rivers. 
Wilderness areas, and National Parks & Preserve Study areas 
would be established through the enactment of NREPA. It 
would also create the Wildlands Recovery Corps (WRC. 
pronounced "work'). Workers would restore biological 
diversity to lands that have been damaged by poor land 
management.
Note: To date, more than 150 organizations and businesses, representing over 4 million people have 
endorsed the bill. Just think, if all those caring wildlands advocates pitched in their two cents worth to this 
grassroots fundraiser, that would add up to $80,000! You can see how a little can go a long way towards this 
vital ecosystem protection.
Did you know that the average American household has six pounds of pennies sitting around collecting 
dust? (Harpers Magazine) Why not donate a few pennies to a worthy cause? The wildlands in the Northern 
Rockies are essential to all species. This beautiful mountain region is threatened by industrial interests 
(logging, mining, oil and gas corporations), that seek to sacrifice our public lands for the short-term profit of the 
greedy few. We can help preserve our Northern Rockies Natural Heritage by using common cents!
Please support the Penny Drive for Wilderness by saving your pennies and/or setting up collection jars in
Pennies for Wilderness 
c/o Wild Rockies Action Fund
your community.
Fbr a uniquely designed Penny Drive label, please contact:
”1 had lots of fun collecting pennies from my friends and family. 
Boy, I hope we save that 13,000,000,000 acres of land .” 
-Katie Gill
"I'm glad we are helping save the animals. I also hope the birds and 
animals that are almost extinct become unextincl."
-Nathan Bergona
"For Pennies for Wilderness we are going to guess how many 
pennies we brought in. It will be fun. The person who guesses 
right will be able to win a prize.
I don’t know what the prize is but it will be cool.”
-Brandon Meyer
Tbday, many people brought in pennies from home. There were 
many bottles in the lobby. Some people brought 400 to 500 
pennies in. Il was a loud morning, but it was a caring morning.”
•Heidi Cunningham
"1 fee! good because I am helping to save 13,000,000 acres
of true wildhfe."’jirfiel3ovis
"I think it is important we save the wildlife while we still can.” 
■Jordan Bini
d
These quotes were taken from some of the many inspiring 
letters written to Penny Drive coordinator. Jamie Lennox by 
Devon Elementary' School students.
PO Box 8395
Missoula, Montana 59807 
(406) 721-5420
Devon Elementary School (Devon, PA) kids guessing the amount 
of pennies collected for Northern Rockies Wilderness after their 
most successful Penny Drive day on Oct. 25th. Devon generated 
50,000 pennies! - photo by Slana Lennox
"You desene congradulations for the effort you made to protect the 
Rockies through vour penny drive. The success of the program is 
only because of the hard work you all put into it I share your 
concern for the protection of our natural resources."
•PA. D.Rep. Peter Kostmayer
Wilderness and Civilization
A unique learning adventure!
Wilderness and Civilization is a unique interdisciplinary academic program designed to 
educate a select group of undergraduate students in the values, problems and promises of 
wilderness. Over five-million acres of pristine wildlands provide the essential backdrop 
of this special one-year program.
Wilderness and Civilization offers 32-35 credits of classes designed to help you enhance 
our vanishing wilderness heritage by becoming informed, motivated, and involved in 
wilderness-related studies, policies and issues.
len-day backpacking treks at the beginning and end of the program create a sense of 
community between the students, faculty and staff, and result in a common hands-on 
wilderness experience upon which the intensive academic portion of the program is based. 
The University of Montana offers a Wilderness Studies Minor which requires 
participation in the Wilderness and Civilization Program.
Wilderness and Civilization is limited to 28 students. 
Acceptance requirements include an application form and a short essay.
Interested students are encouraged to begin the application process early in order to 
ensure placement, and to pre-register for the specific classes required.
For more information contact: Wilderness Institute (address listed below. ) (406) 243-5361
< WORDS ON
WILDERNESS
/ The W.S.I.C. student ' 
r newsletter is seeking 
contributions of graphics, 
poems, short stories, 
investigative articles, graduate 
research, historical/cultural 
writings, diverse opinions and 
suggestions—almost anything 
pertaining to wilderness issues, 
resource policy and 
environmental concerns.
Please contact Susan VanRooy 
or Kim Hammond at the 
I Wilderness Institute with any 
\ submissions or ideas. /
Please note:
Our Wildlands Student Group is expanding 
its info center. Investigative articles, research 
papers and historical/cultural writings would 
be greatly appreciated. Students have the 
option of submitting their work strictly for 
informational purposes and not for 
publication in Words on Wilderness.
Copyright 1991-92 by Words on Wilderness
All rights remain with the authors and artists. Reproduction without permission is prohibited. All opinions and views expressed do not 
necessarily relflect those of the editors or staff of WSIC.
Words on Wilderness is printed on recycled paper.
Wilderness Studies and Information Center
Wilderness Institute (406) 243-5361 
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